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World Café - Introduction
On the method
The "World Café" is a structured communication process intended to facilitate open and
intimate discussion, and link ideas within a larger group to access the "collective
intelligence" or “collective wisdom” in the room.
Participants move between a series of tables where they continue the discussion in
response to a set of questions focused on the specific goals/topics of each World Café.
Forum for creative or open thinking and is not suited to problem areas where there is a
predetermined answer or solution.
Café atmosphere – all participants should get a chance to speak → sharing viewpoints
Participants are encouraged to write or doodle on a paper tablecloth so that when
people change tables they can see what previous groups have expressed.
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World Café - Introduction
Implementation
Café host
several tables – each table has a host and a rapporteur - plus mixed group of participants
Here

Café host – Markus Quante

Tuesday 27.03. 14:30 - 16:00
Round 1: Current approaches for smart city solutions – success stories and challenges
Table:

topic

| host

| rapporteur

Table 1: Air Quality/Health

| Jay Slowik

| Eleni Athanasopoulou

Table 2: Urban Growth/Migration

| Palma Blonda

| Orestis Speyer

Table 3: Disasters

| Harris Kontoes

| Alexia Tsouni

+ a mixed group of participants (6 to 7) | 40 mintues per table | two topics each
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World Café - Introduction

Tuesday 27.03. 17:00 - 18:00
Round 2: The future of smart cities – where do we want to be in 5 years?
Table:

topic

| host

| rapporteur

Table 1: Air Quality/Health

| Jay Slowik

| Eleni Athanasopoulou

Table 2: Urban Growth/Migration

| Palma Blonda

| Orestis Speyer

Table 3: Disasters

| Harris Kontoes

| Alexia Tsouni

+ a mixed group of participants (6 to 7) | 30 mintues per table | two topics each
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Fishbowl- Introduction

Four to five chairs are arranged in an inner circle. The remaining chairs are arranged in
concentric circles outside the fishbowl
The moderator introduces the topic and the participants start discussing the topic. The
audience outside the fishbowl listen to the discussion.
In an open fishbowl, any member of the audience can, at any time, occupy the empty
chair and join the fishbowl.
When this happens, an existing member of the fishbowl must voluntarily leave the
fishbowl and free a chair.
The discussion continues with participants frequently entering and leaving the fishbowl.
When time runs out, the fishbowl is closed and the moderator summarizes the
discussion.
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Fishbowl- Introduction

Wednesday, 28.03. 11:00 – 12:00

Fishbowl: Smart Urban Solutions – how can we reach our goals with Earth Observations?

“Fishbowl” discussion on closing the gap between “where we are” and “where we want to be in 5
years”. How could SMURBS help to improve smart city applications with Earth observations?

Moderator: Volker Matthias, Evangelos Gerasopoulos
Notes: students
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